
becoming the front quarter, and was up by more than £15/
MWh in June. The third-quarter NBP gas contract rose by more 
than 40pc over the course of June. The power contract largely 
rose in line with gas, with third-quarter clean spark spreads 
for an efficiency of 49.13pc closing at an average of £5.32/
MWh last month and £5.30/MWh in April-June.

The UK power market is expected to remain tight in the coming 
quarters, with base-load generation capacity remaining 
limited. Calon Energy’s 2.3GW of CCGT assets are due to 
remain mothballed until March 2022 and French state-owned 
utility EdF has confirmed that its 1.1GW Dungeness B nuclear 
plant will be moving straight to decommissioning. Another 
1GW of nuclear capacity is due to close at Hunterston B 

UK
Rising gas prices saw UK N2EX spot prices deliver at £73.01/
MWh in the second quarter, almost £9/MWh higher than the 
first quarter and by far the highest second-quarter price on 
record.

Low wind power output kept thermal generation high. Wind 
power was around 4.9GW compared with 5.6GW a year earlier 
and 5GW during the same period of 2019. This is despite 
installed wind capacity having reached 24.5GW at the start of 
the second quarter, around 15pc higher than at the same point 
in 2019.

Gas-fired output fell by just 0.8GW from the first quarter to 
12.4GW, compared with declines of at least 2GW from the 
first to the second quarter in each of the previous four years. 
Second-quarter coal-fired generation was at its highest since 
2018 at 250MW.

Demand was just under 30GW in the second quarter, 
rebounding by 13pc from the previous year to average just 1pc 
lower than in the second quarter of 2019. 

Premiums to continental Europe dropped from the first quarter 
but remained strong and kept imports high, although an 
extended outage on the Britned interconnector limited inflows 
from the Netherlands.

Power prices are likely to deliver even higher in the third 
quarter, with the OTC contract expiring at £89.55/MWh at 
the end of June. The contract gained over £33/MWh since 
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European electricity prices switched to multi-year highs in the second quarter of 2021 from multi-year 
lows a year earlier. Power demand has recovered after stricter Covid-19 measures last year, while sharp 
increases in European coal, gas and carbon prices have supported power plants’ marginal costs. Prices
are likely to remain strong in the second half of 2021, accompanied by shifting power plant merit orders.
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Fossil fuel-fired generation gained additional support from 
stronger export demand in the past quarter. Germany was a 
scheduled net exporter at 1.72GW in April-June, having been 
a net importer of 2.74GW a year earlier, when the country 
was a net importer from the CWE region. Net imports from 
Switzerland declined sharply because of lower-than-average 
hydropower stocks there. 

The forward market suggests power prices will continue to be 
strong in the second half of this year, with lignite-fired plants 
likely to remain ahead in the merit order to meet residual 
demand. Lignite spreads for 36pc efficiency and third-quarter 
base-load averaged €6.84/MWh in June and €10.19/MWh for 
the fourth quarter, Argus data show. Last year, even old and 
less efficient gas-fired units where ahead of high-efficiency 
lignite-fired plants for summer 2020.

Clean dark spreads for a 42pc-efficient coal-fired unit 
throughout June averaged €1.84/MWh for the third quarter 
and €6.75/MWh for the fourth quarter. The outlook for coal-
fired generation in the July-September quarter is in contrast 
with the third quarter of last year, when even the most-
efficient plants were priced out of the forward market for 
summer 2020. By comparison, clean spark spreads for 55pc-
efficient units averaged €1.82/MWh for the third quarter and 
€4.36/MWh for the fourth quarter in June. 

Central western Europe
In France, power consumption in the second quarter rose 
considerably compared with a year earlier. Demand averaged 
47.40GW during the quarter compared with 41.79GW during 
the second quarter of 2020 and above the 46.74GW seen in 
2019. But less nuclear maintenance helped France continue as 
a net power exporter during the quarter.

French nuclear output was 37.62GW, which compares with 
32.89GW a year earlier, implying a utilisation rate of almost 
60pc. Power prices rose at a slower pace than in neighbouring 

towards the end of this year, while the 1GW Hinkley B power 
plant is due to shut in mid-2022. The expected October 
start-up of trial operations on the 1.4GW North Sea Link with 
Norway should provide some replacement for the declines in 
base-load capacity.

Installed wind capacity is continuing to step up, with 
incremental increases coming as more turbines are installed 
at several large offshore projects currently under construction. 
The 950MW Moray East project generated its first power last 
month and the 857MW Triton Knoll development has reached 
half of its capacity, having first generated in March. Both 
are due to be fully commissioned next year, with three more 
offshore sites totalling just under 3GW also due to come on 
line in 2022-23.

Germany
The German spot index averaged €60.27/MWh in the second 
quarter, compared with €20.26/MWh in the second quarter of 
2020. Lower-than-average wind levels combined with higher 
power demand, which surpassed 2019 levels, supported 
prices. 

A sharp rise in NCG prices shifted the merit order significantly 
this year. Lignite-fired output was the highest among all fossil 
fuel-fired sources at an average of 9.49GW in April-June, 
2.7GW higher on the year but still below 2019 levels. Coal-fired 
output was 4.12GW, up by 2.2GW on the year, while gas-fired 
output was 5.70GW, unchanged year on year.

Working day-ahead clean lignite spreads for 36pc efficiency 
averaged €5.47/MWh in April-June 2021 compared with minus 
€7.36/MWh a year earlier. Equivalent clean dark spreads 
for 40pc efficiency also increased on the year to an average 
of €3.40/MWh, from minus €11.19/MWh a year earlier. 
By comparison, equivalent clean spark spreads for 55pc 
efficiency fell to an average of €5.22/MWh, from €6.03/MWh a 
year earlier amid rising NCG prices.

German 4Q21 power plant margins €/MWh
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markets as a result of the higher nuclear output, while lower 
wind power supported prices in Germany and the UK.

In France, exports are expected to remain strong in the third 
quarter as a result of higher plant availability, with nuclear 
unavailability scheduled to fall during the third quarter (see 
chart). EdF raised its 2021 nuclear output target by 5-15TWh in 
early July, as a result of stronger demand in the first half of this 
year. EdF is now targeting 345-365TWh of nuclear generation 
in 2021, up from an earlier estimate of 330-360TWh, while 
output for 2022 remains unchanged at 330-360TWh. Nuclear 
generated 180.912TWh in the first half of this year, at an 
implied utilisation rate of 68.2pc. Nuclear output in the first 
half of 2020 was 162.74TWh — just over 11pc lower than in 
January-June this year. Higher gas-fired plant maintenance on 
the year is likely to be offset by increased nuclear output in 
the coming months, with French grid operator RTE expecting 
roughly 5.7GW of the former to be off line for maintenance 
throughout the third quarter, up from 4GW a year ago.

French working day-ahead base-load prices closed at a 
regional discount during the last session of June, having 
opened the second quarter at a premium to the Belgian and 
German markets.

Supply constraints were apparent in Belgium during the 
second quarter of this year as the country moved from being 
a net power exporter in 2020 to a net importer in the quarter. 
Higher nuclear availability failed to offset rising demand this 
year, which was up by 10.3pc year on year during the second 
quarter. A spate of gas-fired plant outages saw output fall by 
roughly 300MW on the year in April-June.

While current forward prices suggest that profitability for 
running medium-efficiency gas-fired plants has improved, 
maintenance will weigh on output at the end of the quarter. 
Clean spark spreads for third-quarter delivery averaged 
€1.49/MWh in June compared with €0.60/MWh a month 
earlier. Roughly 735MW of the country’s gas-fired capacity will 

be off line for some weeks during the third quarter. Belgian 
nuclear output will fall from 28 August when the 1GW Doel 3 
reactor is due to go off line for five weeks of maintenance. 

Nordics
Nordic day-ahead power prices in the second quarter were 
more than six times higher than a year earlier, driven by 
stronger power demand, lower nuclear availability and new 
interconnection capacity with central and western Europe.

The Elspot system-wide day-ahead contract settled at around 
€41.90/MWh on average in the second quarter, up from 
around €5.60/MWh a year earlier — the lowest price average 
for a second quarter in more than 14 years. Nordic power 
prices fell to record lows last year, mainly because of high 
rainfall and large water runoff into reservoirs from snow-melt.

Power demand in the Nordic region rose to around 42.4GW 
in the second quarter, from 39.2GW a year earlier, which 
supported prompt prices.

The closure of Sweden’s 881MW unit 1 reactor at the Ringhals 
nuclear plant on 31 December last year also supported 
Swedish prompt prices and volatility. Prompt prices settled 
at €26.35-73.05/MWh in April-June this year, compared with 
€5.15-24.20/MWh a year earlier.

Higher power interconnection capacity between the Nordic 
region and central western Europe has further supported 
Nordic prompt prices, with levels in southern Norway 
reversing to a premium to the system price.

The 1.4GW Nordlink high-voltage direct current line between 
Sirdal in southern Norway — regional bidding zone NO2 — and 
Schleswig-Holstein in northern Germany began commercial 
operations in December last year.

The NO2 day-ahead base-load contract settled at around 
€48.85/MWh on average in the second quarter, or at a €6.95/
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MWh premium to the system price, having settled at a 
discount to the system price for the majority of last year.

Nordic third-quarter power prices are expected to remain 
higher on the year. The Nasdaq Nordic third-quarter base-load 
futures contract expired at €42.40/MWh. The Elspot system 
price settled at €8.95/MWh in the third quarter of last year. 

Nordic power demand has averaged 36.4GW in the third 
quarter in the previous three years.

Italy
The Italian Pun averaged €74.52/MWh in April-June this year, 
surpassing €100/MWh five times in recent weeks. It was 
€15.62/MWh higher than the second-quarter contract on 
expiry and €49.69/MWh higher than the Pun average in the 
second quarter of 2020. Power demand on the GME exchange 
averaged 775.53 GWh/d in the second quarter of this year, an 
11pc rise compared with the same period last year.

The premium to the French Epex Spot averaged €10.65/MWh 
in the second quarter, up from €6.84/MWh a year earlier, 
while the north zone premium to France averaged €9.75/MWh, 
up by €3.60/MWh on the year.

Power demand averaged 34.9GW, up by 14pc on the year, 
Renewable generation was almost flat on the year, with 
wind and solar photovoltaic output at 2.1GW and 3.1GW, 
respectively, and hydropower production falling by 6pc year 
on year to 6.1GW.

Thermal production averaged 15.2GW, increasing by 11pc on 
the year. Day-ahead clean spark spreads for 55pc efficiency 
averaged €14.15/MWh, up by €5.91/MWh compared with the 
second-quarter spark spread on expiry. The PSV day-ahead 
contract averaged €25.95/MWh compared with €7.08/MWh in 
the second quarter of 2020.

The Italian third-quarter contract, which was first assessed 
at €48.60/MWh last year and trading at €66.70/MWh at the 
end of April this year, expired close to €100/MWh. Italy has 
removed all domestic Covid-19 restrictions, with new daily 
cases falling to 776 at the end of June from 22,184 on 1 April.

The commissioning of an interconnector between Grande Ile in 
France and Piossasco in Italy is expected by the end of 2021, 
French TSO RTE said early in the second quarter. Plans for 
the 1.2GW interconnector were approved in 2011 and initially 
expected to be completed in 2016, but the project has faced 
severe delays.

Iberia
Omie day-ahead prices in Spain reached the highest for any 
quarter in April-June this year, while June delivered at the 
highest average price for any month, as lower-than-average 

hydropower reserves compounded the spikes in gas and 
emissions markets.

June delivered at €83.30/MWh, up from €67.12/MWh in May 
and €65.02/MWh in April to make an average of €71.76/
MWh for the quarter. The June price surpassed the previous 
record of €73.03/MWh in September 2008 by more than €10/
MWh and was above the highest assessment for the June OTC 
contract at €79.25/MWh on 26 May.

Escalating political pressure prompted the Spanish 
government to suspend the 7pc blanket tax on power 
generation for July-September as part of provisional measures 
to mitigate the impact of high wholesale electricity prices 
on consumers’ bills, which led to sharp price falls in forward 
contracts.

The effectiveness of the measure was evident in Spain’s 
spreads to France for the monthly and quarterly contracts 
delivering in the third quarter. The Spanish July premium to 
the corresponding French base-load contract expired at a 
low of €4.95/MWh on 30 June, falling from a €15.10/MWh 
high on 15 June, one day before the Spanish government first 
disclosed its intention to suspend taxes. And the third-quarter 
premium expired at €7.25/MWh, its lowest since 30 April and 
down from a €14.05/MWh high also on 15 June (see chart).

But persistent increases in PVB gas and EU ETS prices mean 
Spanish consumers might not easily notice the impact of the 
tax suspension on their bills. The Omie day-ahead pool for 
2 July delivery settled at €99.80/MWh, the second-highest 
settlement ever, below €103.76/MWh on 11 January 2002, 
despite the 7pc tax not being reflected any more in the day-
ahead market.

From 6 July, Omie’s €0-180.30/MWh day-ahead and intra-day 
price limits have been replaced by minus €500/MWh and 
€3,000/MWh for the day-ahead and minus €9,999/MWh and 
€9,999/MWh for the intra-day markets. The fourth-quarter 
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2021 contract traded at €101.50/MWh on 5-6 July, the highest 
price ever for any quarterly contract and higher than the third-
quarter 2021 expiry price of €93.25/MWh.

Central eastern and southeast Europe
Rising emissions and fuels prices lifted Hungary’s Hupx spot 
index to €77.90/MWh in June, the highest monthly delivery 
since January 2019. The premium to Germany narrowed to 
€3.82/MWh in June, from over €6/MWh in each of the three 
previous months.

Above-average temperatures across the region provided 
strong support late last month, with demand having recovered 
to 2019 levels — bouncing back from the decline seen in 2020. 
This had seen Hungarian premiums to Germany begin to 
widen again, to €7.77/MWh over the final 10 days of June.

High temperatures are forecast to persist for at least the 
first half of the third quarter. Most prompt contracts have hit 
new highs in recent weeks, gaining additional support from 
unplanned outages at the Paks nuclear and Matra lignite-
fired power plants. The third quarter expired at €96.55/MWh, 
while the Hupx has not cleared above €65/MWh for an entire 
quarter since at least 2012.

Gas-fired generation dropped to 0.81GW in the second quarter 
from 1.09GW in the first. But second-quarter 2021 gas burn 
was up from 0.61GW a year earlier and from 0.58GW in June 
2019. Hungarian net imports were flat on the year, at just over 
1.2GW last quarter.

Hungarian solar generation continued to rise, to 770MW in 
June peak-load hours, up from 400MW a year earlier.

Hydropower generation in the Balkans was mixed. Output in 
Bosnia declined significantly over the second quarter, from 
record highs at the start of the year, while Serbian hydropower 
generation remained strong — at its highest for the second 
quarter since 2018.

The long-delayed project to increase cross-border capacity 
on the Slovakia-Hungary border was realised in April this 
year, increasing Slovakia-Hungary net transfer capacity 
by 1GW to 2.3GW. But the Hungarian third-quarter 2021 
contract expired at a €6/MWh premium to Slovakia, after 
the equivalent 2020 contract expired at a €4.55/MWh 
premium at the end of June last year. Slovak utility Slovenske 
Elektrarne’s long-delayed new 471MW nuclear unit at 
Mochovce has progressed, with fuel loading potentially 
starting this year, although there is still no planned 
commercial start-up date. 

The interim day-ahead market coupling project launched on 
17 June, introducing net transfer, capacity-based implicit 
day-ahead market coupling on six borders between Poland, 
Germany and Austria and the 4MC bloc — the Czech Republic, 
Hungary, Romania and Slovakia.

Greece
The Greek day-ahead and front-month contracts broke a 
number of records in the second quarter, as prices were 
supported by high gas burn amid an accelerated lignite 
phase-out programme and higher demand. The country more 
than halved its net imports since market coupling with Italy, 
while liquidity in the futures market has increased. 

Greek power demand averaged 5.26GW in the second 
quarter, up from 4.86GW in the same period last year, but 
lower than in 2018-19. Gas burn was at a record level for the 
second quarter, rising to 2.31GW in April-June compared with 
1.83GW in the same period of 2020 and 1.62GW in 2019. This 
was equivalent to 52pc of the generation mix, the highest 
level ever for this period. Lignite-fired output increased to 
477MW in April-June from 352MW in 2020, but still below 
the 1.17GW in the second quarter of 2019. Lignite-fired 
generation remained low last year as Covid-19 restrictions 
pressured demand.

State-owned utility PPC’s lignite phase-out plan continued 
at a fast pace, as the firm closed the 280MW Kardia 3 and 
280MW Kardia 4 lignite-fired power plants in April. But the 
firm did not close the 283MW Agios Dimitrios 3 unit by the end 
of June as it had planned late last year. 

Since coupling with the Italian power market’s south zone, 
Greece switched to a discount. The Henex day-ahead spot 
averaged a €4.52/MWh discount to Italy south in April-June 
compared with a €6.84/MWh premium in the same period last 
year. Greece switched to a net exporter of 168MW to Italy in 
April-June from net imports of 268MW last year. 

The supply-demand balance has eased, with the country 
importing a net 560MW in the second quarter compared with 
1.35GW in April-June 2020. Greece also coupled with the 
Bulgarian day-ahead market in June this year.

Spain-France 2021 power price spreads €/MWh
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Gas-fired and lignite-fired output is likely to increase further 
in the third quarter as demand usually peaks with hot 
weather. In 2020, third-quarter gas-fired output increased 
by almost 800MW to 2.63GW and by more than 800MW to 
2.42GW in 2019. Demand averaged 6.13GW in the third quarter 
of last year and 6.35GW in 2019. Temperatures are expected to 
remain 1-2°C above seasonal norms at least until mid-August 
at 35-36°C at Athens airport, and higher in the city. Greece 
third-quarter base load was trading at €100/MWh at the end 
of June.

Mytilineos plans to commission its 826MW Viotia combined-
cycle gas turbine power plant in the fourth quarter. 

Turkey
In Turkey, power prices reached record highs in the second 
quarter as a result of strong manufacturing output, low 
rainfall, a weaker lira and rising gas prices combined with 
high gas burn. 

The Turkish spot delivered at TL356.44/MWh on average in 
the second quarter, the highest lira average on record and 
compared with TL224.99/MWh in the same period last year. 
In US dollar terms, the second quarter averaged $42.58/MWh, 
compared with $32.84/MWh in the same period of 2020 and 
the highest second-quarter average since 2018. 

Demand averaged 35.76GW in the second quarter, up from 
28.07GW in the same period last year. Manufacturing output 
increased significantly this year, supported by competitive 
Turkish exports amid a relatively weak lira. Industrial power 

demand reached a five-year high in March and April exports 
were more than twice as high as last year.

Gas burn averaged 10.13GW, up from 3.05GW in the same 
period last year, while coal-fired generation inched down 
to 4.92GW from 5.18GW over the same period. Hydropower 
generation from reservoir and run-of-river plants combined 
declined to 8.38GW from 11.36GW a year earlier.

Gas-fired output has been supported by state-owned Botas 
supplying gas at more competitive prices relative to LNG 
imports, despite rate hikes for seven consecutive months. 
Front-month spark spreads for a 55pc-efficient power plant 
averaged $11.05/MWh in the second quarter, compared with 
minus $4.05/MWh a year earlier. The front-month dark spread 
for a 40pc-efficient coal-fired plant averaged $12.79/MWh, 
down from $20.54/MWh in April-June 2020. Spark spreads 
could decline in the next few months as Botas may continue to 
increase tariffs, while coal-fired margins could be pressured as 
coal prices remain at multi-year highs. Relative front-quarter 
API 2 coal swaps were assessed at $117.45/t on 30 June, up 
from $70.20/t on 31 March and $50.90/t on 30 June 2020.

Greek fuels and spot prices, rolling 7-day averages 
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The Argus European Electricty report features 
downloadable market data published in spreadsheet 
format, available only in Argus Direct. 

Data Downloads include:
> European installed renewable generation capacity
> EU Emissions Trading System trading volumes
> UK power capacity market contracted volumes
> UK cross-border power auction results
> European electricity interconnector projects
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